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MONTHLY REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL 2019  

SUBMITTED BY DISTRICT LEVEL SPECIAL TASK FORCE 

 

Sh. Vivek Pandey, Scientist 'B', CPCC met with the Chairman, District Level 

Special Task Force-cum-District Magistrate, U.T. Chandigarh on 22.04.2019 and briefed 

him the decision/observations of Executive Committee in their meetings and informed that 

committee desired that District Level Special Task Force should visit the concerned 

areas/industries to identify the violators if any. 

Accordingly, Chairman, District Level Special Task Force called Ms. Najuk Kumar, 

IAS, SDM (Central) and informed him about the status and told that team of District Level 

Special Task Force lead by Ms. Najuk Kumar, IAS, SDM Central will visit N-Choe on 

25.04.2019 and Sukhna Choe on 26.04.2019.  

Accordingly, above lead by Ms. Najuk Kumar, IAS, DSM Central visited the N-

Choe on dated 25.04.2019 from starting point at Bougainvillea garden till N-Choe enters 

into Punjab area.   

During inspection it was found that there were many new points where earlier 

sewage  point is plugged but now again  sewage water is being discharged and many places 

fresh water is being discharged because of leakage/brokage of pipe lines etc.  

The detail of points are as given below.  

STATUS OF UNTREATED WASTE WATER DISCHARGE IN N- CHOE 

Sr. No. Points Status as on 25.04.2019 

01 Bougainvillea Garden 01 Outlet is still being discharged from MLA 

Hostel side. However Fresh Water is being 

discharged. 

02 Leisure valley Now 02 outlets have been plugged. 

03 Sector 10 Points One Outlet where Fresh Water is being 

discharged. 

04 Sector 16 Near red cross 

(Madhya Marg) 

Two Outlets have been plugged but fresh water is 

being discharged from third outlet. 

05 Rose Gardens Now 02 outlets have been plugged. 

06 Shanti Kunj Garden Now all outlets have been plugged. 

07 Sec 23 near Neuro Psychiatry 

Hospital 

Outlet has been plugged.  

08 Sector 23 Traffic Park There are four discharge points. Sewage Water is 

being discharged from three outlets. 

09 Sector 23 End Point Now all outlets have been plugged. 
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10 Sector 36 Starting point near 

Central Forensic Science 

Laboratory 

One outlet from CFSL side is still being 

discharged in N-Choe and due to some technical 

snag tertiary treated water line is releasing water 

into N-Choe . 

11 MCM DAV One outlet of sewage water is being discharged. 

12 Attawa 02 points are still being discharged sewage water 

into N-Choe. 

13 Bridge Point near Beant 

Memorial 

One outlet of sewage water from Beant Memorial 

Side and One outlet of sewage water from Sector 

42 Girls College side are still being discharged 

into Sukhna Choe. Moreover, one pipe leakage is 

also there in this point. 

14 Sector 53 point near Furniture 

Market 

One outlet of sewage water is being discharged. 

15 Sector 53 Point in Gardens of 

Springs 

One outlet of sewage water in huge quantity is 

being discharged (Adarsh Colony). 
 

On asking from officials of Municipal Corporation, Chandigarh regarding the 

discharge of fresh water into Storm water drainage. It was informed by the officials of 

Municipal Corporation, Chandigarh that there are numbers of water tanks in houses of 

Chandigarh and in commercial places and some of them leak sometimes and pipelines 

carrying fresh water also get damaged at several places sometimes because of which fresh 

water release into storm water drainage and they further informed that it is designed like 

that in case of any leakage of fresh water or water from compound of houses, roof of 

houses, commercial places, open areas water goes to storm water drainage and not in sewer 

lines.  
  

The team visited Sukhna Choe on 26.04.2019 from the starting point to till exit 

point of Chandigarh. The details are as given below. 

STATUS OF UNTREATED WASTE WATER DISCHARGE IN SUKHNA 

CHOE 

Sr. No. Points  Status as on 26.04.2019 

1 Kishangarh Outlet  Sump has been made and now they lifted the 

waste water which is connected with sewer 

line.  
2 Outlet of Village Kishangarh inside 

Forest Nursery  

3 Outlet of Shastri Nagar  Leakage has been plugged but now there is 

new point from where waste water is being 

discharged. 
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4 First outlet of Bapu Dham near 

bridge on the road connecting IT 

park with Sector 26, Chandigarh  

Leakage has been plugged. 

5 Second outlet of Bapu Dham Colony 

(Known as Madrasi Colony)  

Earlier Municipal Corporation has plugged 

the discharge point and encroachment has 

been removed but now again some people 

have again started discharged their waste 

water into drain. 

6 Outlet from back of Gaushala, 

Industrial Area, Phase-I, Chd.  

Now, there is very little discharge. 

7 Outlet near CTU workshop Industrial 

Area, Phase-I, Chd. (Inside Forest 

Area)  

Now, due to leakage waste water is being 

discharged into Sukhna Choe. 

8 Indl. Area, Phase - I, Colony No. 4.  Barrier has been damaged because of which  

some quantity of waste water is being 

discharged into Sukhna Choe. 

9 Pump House operated by Municipal 

Corporation behind Central Poultry 

Development Organization, Indl. 

Area, Phase - I, Chandigarh.  

Motor was running and now no waste water 

is being discharged into Sukhna Choe.   

10 Outlet of Village Hallomajra  Still sewage water is being discharged from 

two outlets. 

11 Village Daria  The motor which lifts the waste water to 

sewer line was not functional. Now, waste 

water is being discharged into Sukhna Choe. 

12 Points adjacent to Kali Mata Mandir 

near Indl. Area Ph-II Chandigarh. 

There are four discharge points. Sewage Water 

is being discharged from three outlets. 

 

Ms. Najuk Kumar, IAS, SDM Central, directed to Municipal Corporation, 

Chandigarh authorities to take immediate action and all the points should be stopped at the 

earliest and no sewage water should be discharged into storm water drainage.  

 


